
Minutes 8th Sept 2020 
 
Present - Pat Simpson / Judith Redfern / Peter Allen / Val Allen / Lynn Wylie / 
Tony Needham / Jamie Westwood  
 
Apologies - Wilma Campbell / Ken Pattison / Helen Raine  
 
Finances - General fund £886. Bee fund £1074 
 
Discussion regarding Lynn Wylie’s Open Spaces proposal regarding EPICH 
future role. There is an assumption that EPICH are responsible for various jobs 
around the village and the “volunteer” ethos of EPICH is being overlooked. 
Because of the low numbers of volunteers, it’s a small number of individuals 
under pressure to do the projects around the village. Therefore some of the 
ongoing work will be reviewed and down sized. 
 
Lychgate - as the work on the Lychgate wildlife corridor is well underway, it will 
be continued as we wish to establish it as an area in which there is a HPC 
interest.  It is hoped that a grant to allow signs to be purchased will be successful. 
Work on other areas such as Hawkswood and Goblin Wood will be scaled back 
and only the minimum such as putting up bird and bat boxes will be done.  
 
Jean’s Garden - reviewing this area has been delayed because of Covid-19 so 
will be looked at next year.  Previous research has suggested that it is too fertile 
and damp in places for wildflowers. 
 
Wildflower meadow - there have been adverse comments regarding this area; 
unfortunately it hasn’t fulfilled its expectations. It will be cut and raked by the 
EPICH volunteers and in future will be cut with the rest of the grass by DBC 
A smaller area will be looked at for wildflower development under the flowering 
cherry by the side of the Grange. 
 
Grass verges - Lynn is still working on this through her Open Spaces role. This 
isn’t within the scope of EPICH but agree in principle with HPC lobbying DBC. 
 
Bees - can continue as they are, as now self funding through honey sales. 
 
In future, EPICH will look to projects which can involve general village interest 
such as Hedgehog Friendly status and bird and bat boxes. 
A very good example of residents‘ participation is the green area at Strait Lane 
where residents’ have taken responsibility for maintaining the area and improving 
it with flower tubs. Unfortunately residents’ interest and participation is not 
undertaken elsewhere in the village. 
 
Thoughts and opinions will be sought on whether EPICH should revert to the 
previous name of Friends of the Community. 
 
Reminder - the AGM will take place on September 23rd at 6.30 at the Grange. 
We have been advised that this can still go ahead under the current restrictions 
and with social distancing measures. 
	


